CAMO® Helps Contractors to “Deck Responsibly™” During NADRA’s Deck Safety Month® in May
Grand Rapids, MI – May is a busy time for deck builders as homeowners look forward to a summer of
kicking back on their gorgeous new deck. May is also the North American Deck & Railing Association’s
(NADRA) Deck Safety Month® and National Nail’s CAMO®, the most innovative deck fastening systems
brand, supports NADRA by encouraging contractors, and homeowners alike, to Deck Responsibly when
both installing and enjoying their decks. This includes looking out for worker safety as well as creating
decks that are safer for homeowners.
“Deck Safety Month is the perfect time for our launch of the CAMO® Deck Responsibly™ tagline. Deck
Responsibly is a natural extension of what we strive to achieve for both the deck installers and the
homeowner. Each CAMO product is designed to save any installer time, effort, and costs with versatile,
durable products that create a safe, easy installation experience and a safer deck for homeowners,” said
W. Scott Baker, CEO of National Nail.
As a leader in deck fastening systems, CAMO has several tips for homeowners to keep decks safe:
•
•
•

Check for any deck board movement that may attribute to instability.
Examine the gap between ledger and joist--a widened gap may indicate that bolts need
tightening.
Look for raised or corroded fasteners which may compromise the integrity of the deck
structurally and on the surface, present a trip hazard or danger to bare feet.

Many homeowners desire that “fastener-free” deck look that they experience with their indoor
hardwood products. And CAMO does not disappoint. From its unique CAMO Edge Fastening system for
square boards, which drives proprietary screws into the edge of the board, to the new CAMO
EdgeClips™ for grooved boards, homeowners receive the look and a safer enjoyment experience with
fasteners removed from the surface. To speed installation, the new award-winning CAMO Drive standup tool can fasten Edge screws, EdgeClips/EdgeXClips and face screws up to 5X faster than traditional
fastening methods. And it attaches to the contractor’s own drill.
The CAMO Drive also solves another Deck Responsibly safety aspect: wear and tear on the contractor’s
body. It gets contractors off their knees, removing the stress from ankles, knees, hips and backs so they
can enjoy time with their families. And of course, the speedier installations inherent in all CAMO®
products reduces labor, time and ultimately, jobsite fatigue. CAMO Deck Responsibly.
To learn more about how to Deck Responsibly with new CAMO Drive and EdgeClip products,
visit www.camofasteners.com.

About CAMO
CAMO exists to provide the best deck fastening installation experience. Bar None. Whether you install
decks for a living, get suckered into building them with a buddy, or maybe just once in your lifetime,
CAMO products are designed with you in mind; hard-working folks who take pride in their work, value
their wallet, and respect brands who respect them. From fasteners to fastening guides and tools, all
CAMO products are engineered so your work looks good and performs as you expect it should. CAMO®
Deck Responsibly™.
For more information or to locate a dealer, visit camofasteners.com or call 1-800-968-6245. Be sure to
"Like" @camofasteners on Facebook and @camodeckfasteners on Instagram. Search CAMO Fasteners
on YouTube to find our channel or check us out on Pinterest.
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